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A BUTTERFLY BREEZE FROM MP

joanna
van gruisen

The number game
Before you rejoice, note the skewed equation of political will and greenhouse gases in India
BJP – 282+ : CO2 – 400+

A

s April slips into May, the daytime
temperatures in our part of Madhya
Pradesh are not very conducive to
tourism, so we shut shop and wait
for the cooler months. It is however, a glorious
arboreal month: the number of trees that are
in ﬂower and in the ﬂush of wonderful fresh
greens or stunning crimsons of new leaf must
be the highest at this time. We delighted in
this eye feast as we drove to Delhi early in May.
It was marriage season too so we passed an inordinate number of bullock carts, tractortrailers, small trucks and roof-laden buses
piled high with dowries (mattresses, furniture, refrigerators, steel cupboards, etc) travelling to homes of the newly marrieds. But
even more than this, we shared the road with
innumerable trucks weighed down with the
recently harvested wheat crop. Many new godowns have sprung up (some still being constructed), and in front of them all were long
lines of trucks and trailers waiting to offload
their produce. MP is expecting another bumper harvest in spite of unseasonable rain in
some areas. It certainly looked that way.
Last year’s procurement of wheat in MP has
increased more than tenfold over the last decade. Procurement this year is already up another 25 per cent and it is thought that MP is

Papa di gaddi A neta or babu in a car
other than the Ambassador was sure to
suffer from an identity crisis
afp/douglas e curran

Great expectations Could the celebrations of high agricultural yield in India, and the preparations for such
sustained growth over the next few years, be overhasty? reuters

set to surpass even Punjab in wheat produc- our earth’s atmosphere remained over 400
tion: 19 million tonnes is the amount predict- parts per million (ppm) for a full month. CO2,
ed — hence the urgency of building more as I hope everyone now knows, is the chief
grain storage facilities. However, celebrations greenhouse gas that results from human acof such agricultural success and preparations tivities and is responsible for global warming
for a continuing high may be short-lived. and climate change. We ﬁrst hit this level on
Apart from the unsustainable excess of pesti- May 9, 2013 but April 2014 was the ﬁrst month
cides, there is concern as to whether MP — or in human history that it remained above this
indeed India as a whole — will be able to up- consistently. To give this some perspective:
hold such production over the coming years pre-industrial levels of CO2 were around
or decades. The agricultural sector is the most 280ppm. It is of course just a number but clisensitive to climate change and
matologists agree that 400 is a
wheat is one of the vulnerable
‘historic threshold’ and we have
crops. Although admittedly
‘entered a new danger zone’.
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The mount of the mai-baap sarkar
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The Ambassador was a perfect symbol of bureaucracy in the pre-liberalised Indian State,
where neither speed nor acceleration were desired virtues
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he Ambassador is no more. The car
that carried the powerful has drifted quietly down the road. It has
been on ventilator for long with recurrent talk of its possible revival. The nation’s
‘official’ car actually died the day a Marutidriving Manmohan Singh became our ﬁnance
minister and brought to our plodding economy the agility of a hatchback. Decades later,
when Hindustan Motors ﬁnally decided to
consign the Nehruvian relic to the vault of history, the nation witnessed another rite of passage: The swearing-in of the Modi sarkar.
Narendra Modi promises to drive our economy with the brute force of an SUV. Clearly, New
India was no country for the old car.
Yet, so central is the Ambassador to our tryst
with technology, our bureaucratic inertia, our
VIP culture, our licence-permit raj and our venal politics that its history can well be the
ghost history of our nation.
The Ambassador wasn’t just another colonial derivative, even though its design was borrowed from the British car Morris Oxford III. It
was far sturdier and thus ideal for Indian
roads. It was the symbol of India’s industrial
and technological self-sufficiency. When its
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